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Day-to-day train operation is achieved by actually assigning rolling stock to the basic vehicle scheduling plan determined 
at timetable revision and the like.  In assigning that rolling stock, condition/function inspections (hereinafter, “function 
maintenance”), train inspections (hereinafter, “pre-departure inspection”), various cleaning, and the like need to be 
considered.  There are restrictions on those in terms of time and location, and management of the periods is needed for 
legally mandated inspections and cleaning.  Such planning management duties at depots is called “vehicle scheduling 
duties” here (Fig. 1). 

Those duties are still not computerized even today, and there is much work left that is done on paper.  For example, 
checks in legally mandated inspection plans all rely on the attentiveness of humans, and that is handled by means such 
as duplicate and triplicate checks.  As such, the burden at transport disorders becomes large.  It takes time to identify 
vehicle scheduling changes due to train rescheduling, and the plan up to then would need to be redone.  It is particularly 
important to identify the location of train sets close to the deadline of the inspection period.

Delays and mistakes in arrangements may cause inconveniences to passengers in the form of cancelations at times.  
Especially with the opening of the Tokyo-Ueno Line (through service between the Utsunomiya, Takasaki, Joban, and 
Tokaido lines) in March 2015, the scope of vehicle scheduling has become large and the impact on passengers tends to 
be large.  JR East’s Advanced Railway System Development Center thus developed the “vehicle scheduling system for 
urban railways” to support overall vehicle scheduling duties at depots with an aim of reducing the burden of duties and 
improving the quality of transport. 

1. Introduction
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Vehicle scheduling duties plan the day’s schedule for every train set.  But these duties are still paper-based manual labor.  With 
the increase in the number of train sets and diversification of traffic operation arrangement, these duties become even more 
complicated.  Therefore, we developed a system that supports vehicle scheduling duties.  With this system, we can improve 
quickness, accuracy, effectiveness of duties.
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Fig. 1  Image of Vehicle Scheduling Duties in Depots
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2. Target Lines and Train Sets

The system was applied to the Tokyo-Ueno Line and Shonan-Shinjuku Line spanning many lines including the 
Tokaido, Yokosuka, Utsunomiya, and Takasaki lines, and train sets its was applied to were Series E231 and E233 cars 
of the Kozu and Oyama rolling stock centers used as local trains and the like.  The train sets were 10-car (basic) and 
5-car (auxiliary) train sets that run as 15-, 10- or 5-car trains.   15-car trains have basic and auxiliary train sets coupled 
and are one train in transport planning, but they are two trains in rolling stock scheduling.  As of April 1, 2018, the 
largest number of train sets managed in the JR East area operate on those lines at a total of 232 trains (124 basic train 
sets and 108 auxiliary train sets).

Trains are parked at more than 20 locations, and parking locations need to be changed when transport disruptions 
occur, but there are restrictions to what work can be performed at each location due to equipment conditions and the 
like.  In order to perform the necessary work within the allotted period, vehicle scheduling adjustment continues even 
after transport disorders are alleviated, and this may take days to do.

3. Obtaining Vehicle Scheduling Information

With this system, required information 
is generated and obtained from the 
existing system.  Fig. 2 shows an image 
of connection with the existing system.  
The latest vehicle schedule, running 
results information, and the like are 
obtained from the existing “transport 
planning system”, “train set tracking 
support system”, and “operation control 
system”.  

4. Functions of Vehicle Scheduling System for Urban Railways

4.1 Vehicle Scheduling Planning Function 
(1) Obtaining information of schedule for rolling stock usage (including changed and extra)
Details of the day-to-day schedule for rolling stock usage (train, interval work, etc.) for up to approx. 1 month in 
advance are periodically obtained from the transport planning system.  The volume of information is large, so system 
load is relieved by extracting the difference from the information obtained the previous time and identifying parts that 
changed.  However, changes from a few days ahead to the day of operation cannot be obtained from the transport 
planning system, so the latest vehicle schedule is obtained from the operation control system or information is input 
directly into this system.  
(2) Assignment chart
Fig. 3 shows an image of an assignment chart screen.  
This is an electronic version of what used to be on 
paper.  Work plans are also displayed in addition to 
assignment number, and parking location at start and 
end of operation is also displayed.
(3) Vehicle scheduling plan check function 
Whether or not there are mistakes when registered 
to the assignment chart is checked, and an error is 
displayed if there are places with problems.  Main 
check details are as follows.

·  Check for non-allocation to schedule (whether there is a schedule for rolling stock usage where a train set is not 
allocated) 

·  Check for over-allocation to schedule (whether there is a schedule for rolling stock usage where multiple train sets are 
allocated)

· Check for connection (whether the depot entered at end of the day matched the depot exited the next day)

Fig. 3  Image of Assignment Chart Screen

Fig. 2  Image of Connection with Existing System
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4.2 Work Planning Function 
(1) Work planning check function 
Work plans are checked in addition to vehicle scheduling plans, and errors are displayed on the assignment chart.  Main 
check details are as follows.

·  Periodic check (whether pre-departure inspection, monthly cleaning, sanitary work exceeds target deadline)
·  Check for specified work not being implemented (whether work in interval is registered as specified in basic schedule 
for rolling stock usage)

(2) Pre-departure inspection cycle management function 
The following functions in particular are provided to support pre-departure inspection cycle management.

·  Function to display days since pre-departure inspection, whether pre-departure inspection is scheduled, etc. for all 
train sets (Fig. 4)

·  Function to notify to prevent departure without pre-departure inspection for the day 
(3) Cleaning management function 
The following functions are provided to support planning for cleaning as well.

·  Function to display list of train sets with intervals where cleaning is possible (Fig. 5)
·  Function to display number of days since cleaning for all train sets

4.3 Functions to Reschedule for the Day, Identify Operation Record, Etc. 
(1) Identify train set (schedule)
We made it possible to judge rescheduling due to transport disorder and the like by obtaining the latest vehicle schedule 
from the operation control system and reflect that in the vehicle schedule for each train set. 

And, a train set tracking support system has been provided that gathers train set information (train set number, train 
number, current location) from cars by digital radio for the cars and lines this development applied to.  We made it 
possible to identify operation number, record of operation, and the like each train set is running with by that train set 
information.  
(2) Scheduling diagram, operating order chart (diagrams displaying the plan and record for the day)
A scheduling diagram (Fig. 6) shows through service sections where trains operate on multiple lines so the overall situation 
can be seen at a glance.   Train lines with train sets assigned are displayed in black and those without are displayed in red, 
and when running record is obtained, they change to blue.  Additionally, a function to search by assignment number, 
train number, and train set number is provided, and the information desired can be displayed with emphasis.     

In the operating order chart (Fig. 7), operation number is shown on the vertical axis, time is shown on the horizontal 
axis, and trains for each schedule for rolling stock usage per day can be confirmed in time series by displaying as lines.  
Moreover, running records change to blue when obtained, just like the with scheduling diagram.  And marks for work 
planned for interval between entering and exiting depot are displayed as well. 

Fig. 4  Display of Number of Days Since Pre-departure Inspection Fig. 5  Display for List of Train Sets where Work is Possible

Fig. 6  Image of Scheduling Diagram
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(3) Operational warning
Warnings are displayed to notify of train sets where inspections scheduled cannot be done due to rescheduling at times 
such as transport disorders (Fig. 8).  Main warning details are as follows.

·  Pre-departure inspection not performed (when intervals that inspections can be performed in are lost for train sets 
where the pre-departure inspection registered for the day is close)

·  Function maintenance not performed (when intervals that maintenance can be performed in are lost for train sets 
where function maintenance is registered for the day)

·  Errors with train sets where extra repairs and the like are planned (when schedule changes are made for train sets 
registered in advance for extra repairs )

(4) Identifying train sets by parking location 
Fig. 9 shows a list of train sets by parking location.  This displays a list of train sets that have entered the parking location 
by time selected.  This is used when identifying what train set is parked at what location by means such as investigating 
whether the applicable train set is present at exiting time when extra exiting and the like are planned.

(5) Running record tabulation 
We constructed an interface to tabulate running records per train set and send that to the existing operating kilometers 
results management system upon storing that data. 

4.4 Function to Automatically Propose Rescheduling for Following and Subsequent Days
When rescheduling is done due to transport disorder, train sets are assigned to different schedules for rolling stock than 
planned.  We thus provided a function to propose restoration to the original schedule within a preset time, taking into 
consideration inspection deadlines.  Proposals can be made many times, and proposals that better reflect the actual 
situation, such as work volume, time slot, and location, can be selected.

Measures were taken so customers are not impacted, such as making so proposals are only made for train set 
replacement* done when entering/exiting parking location and proposals are not made for exchange of vehicle being 
used by passengers** and setting of extra trains. (*train set replacement: Making train set other than that planned exit  
for scheduling reasons) (**vehicle exchange: Replacing cars at platform of station after exiting) 

5. Conclusion

We have developed a vehicle scheduling system for urban railways to support overall vehicle scheduling duties at depots.  
With that, we were able to greatly reduce work for identifying impact of rescheduling and the like by computerizing 
information such as assignment charts managed on paper and automatically reflecting the latest vehicle schedule and 
running results information, enabling us to focus on adjustment tasks in individual work. 

We were able to confirm sufficient effects in verification tests at depots that control the applicable sections in this 
development and achieve practical introduction in April 2018.  We are currently proceeding with development to enable 
the system to be deployed other than in the greater Tokyo area.
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Fig. 8  Operational Warning Function

Fig. 9  List of Train Sets by Parking Location


